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1-nproduction

Because of ume =enure of cur L-)ciety - the rapidity of change, the dominance

of technoiarr, re innensiny specialization, the complexity of human rela-

tionships. vtttness cf optottunity - thousands of adults are under-

taking lea.r.,:=ve -nrojects each "gear. They may pursue these projects on an in-

divivai, self-Eft:maned 1-1Puis., es a member of a group or in unison With Other

memters of ===ttr...tty it w =_ch they live. Whatever the format, adult edu-

cation is and its fuontions are multiple - to expand communication

Skills, to :level= flexibility; to improve human relations, to facilitate

Participati= ann t o e xpediate personal groWth.

.y nuroses In this 'caper are four: to review and explain the con-

cetts involved in desigAing ami adult education uTogrami to .provide inf9rma-

tion insight into the TOies of the people itr:Aved in the adult educe-

ti:n trocess, to cite some program planning modes and finally, to apply the

7=z:in1et cf Program planning to the existing A-3.E. and G.E.D. programs

-Forest Lake, Minnesota.
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PA OK E: CONMPTS

1,...6gme=rcr Needs and__Interests

I -ezmzitimg toint in designing an e----Ititza- Fr% - ---.11.ts is assess=g
.Er-T-4s ard. interests of the pros: eve

Will
data from which to take decins cf trograms which
be Offered, their goals, and

Individuals
1-!arermeeds; institutions have needs a= sc e

= =4e An individual may
feel tme meet to learn to read a= to -7=e; an ---- -"may have a need to
71 its operational efficiency; s ?ty -ttmcients with better

skfl 1 s;

It sefiL to distinguish betweena=7.cholt-1 an educational
Maslow identifies five sets of nr!: hunattt physio-

1cgide-; safety; love, etteem; and self-le.mtualtaik7-16,-
-P.,-Ielleves that

1.:a?:ysialogica needs must be Satisfied bea=re6,,,el;; Safety before
etc.. ohly whn needs at one lere are s-4:1.fLe: da needs at the next

-3.-;eveL emerge; An interest is
undoubtedlassocra:::ad --7:-.7==fuIfilling a psy-

-7.Ca.:;,2,Ficai need; An educational need; cm: the ott es is a gap between
utia f:s and what should be; Once the gap- is flaTem.; e.7.-=!..2ibrium is restored;

_onopfIng to Atwood and Ellis , an ednmat.;.-onal ,aeed following char-
-.."sticSi "it must be required or ssar fm_- a n:'2:t_tred state of a

fr

f-
i- must be ladking, absent; or rt.f-r:ier.t. it must carry a legitimate

Fzhich something ought to hrAE:d a.nd it Must _le eatable of being
'e-_-. 3.61d by Means of a learning expert=: :3 wham cam atpropriate
:noQledget attitudeS or skills;"

__national needs may be realized (the mecognitet then and is able
tc verbalize thet)i created (the student nmt recognize then and cannot
verbalize them), or evolving (needs

that e.-:,--?:=de--idlopmentaI in that they re-
aUlt from the satisfaction of other needs);

trler
2

suggests gathering data -f--7orri following sources to deter-
7'ine needs and interests: the learners tMemseet; -contemporary life, sub

(I)



ject specialists and ph7-:osophy. Technictes -nta

of several kinds: obser-v'- tions; intervaews, anal:si5 of current monmerns;

be

decIsioking t-cutS, -ests, analsis of nor--ltation

e:-.terts, etc.. Imel E. Hana-; suggests look =11-= at the =ion

the institutionna mtrUcttre,-4-ko valuch=-acte-ristics of the mmmunity;

system, th Sodial StraV_fLcationo the economic the power :-Ttit=ture ana
_4

ecological patterting7S,6 =iscover needs. Homer Re--rfer believ the b&St

ways -%o discover needs by consulting the busing= ata industry

coordinators; studies t' deficiencies (i.e. nitt2_=,.), census survey.-.;

of.IudUttry Ala cultura_ life; programs of :ompe...._z=e ititut--L--rzs.... and known

interest; (i. e.

It is f..m.p&tant tett=du that most peoril:: -- make a distt.tn between

needs and interests; a need is felt, LI ===gnized by the zidual

P,rta there is a positive attraction to the 7 -2.= goal. It this It is

similar to an interest. The starting pautm_ix. =gram p1P-nntmg is -atmlts.

though the eta objective - a: et their needs.

Inten-sts and/or needs n:Iange as a peraz= -ove:-.:7through the life '-te.

Adults fr;.6 18=35 are 77-cermed primaril and f- ily life;

adults floe 35-55 are =,...=cerned more wit social and hear aspects

of life; from age 55 onward, the cultura--74a imermretive aspeCts of life

seem to be of primary importance. The interests and needs -.If the Deo=

pie to be served must tolls be taken intr-: =sideration when plamng an adult

education pro=m.

Educational Objectives

Once needs and interests have been assessed, the next step should be deter -

mining the objectives df the program. Educational objectives have to do with

the outcomes of a course of study or activity - the outcomes being the Maui=

fettatiOn of some change on the part of the Participant.

Objectives exist at several levels and are stated in different ways. Steele

-5
and Bradk tee four levels of objectives in adult education; the agency levA.;

...,the program level; the course level and the instructional level Agency level

objectives are usually stated in very general terms, the program level ob-

(2)



jectives in less general- terms. Program objectives cover a title-span of fi-6M

one to fi=ve Yearr.;, Course objectives are usually Quite sveoific7 being the

expected outcomes of a fairly lame segment of a program. Instructional

objectis are ve-- specific, having to do with the teachitg=learning inter-

action ---,sing a olaSs period.

Accort-to Steele ani Brack , educational objectives have the following

cheractR'c-t4cs: they are the r--...sultsozza by the objective-

maker, 2 they are discriminatory because the objective-maker must choose

among c_..czlid.tives and set priorities, 3) they are nredictory, as the ob-

jectiwt-maktr should be able to predict what will taxmen, 4) they involve

commitmemms to carry through to azhieve them, 5) they are realistic acw.,

cordiz--=1 the individuals) and the specific program, 6) they are pluralis-

tic, no' single entities, 7) they are _cticmcriengeable because the objective-

maker is Lnfluenced by his own values and subsevent decisions, 8) they are

ohangeatl,e, as the original goals may be displaced by others and e.,ange nay

be appropriate, 9; they are continuous, rarticularlY in adult education where

objecties are rarely achieved at concrete times, and 10) they are enablers,

because their attainment should result in the solution of a problem or the

resoIut:.on of the program.

The sources for educatiohal objedtives are the as for assessing needs

and interests. According to Tyler* look again to the learner to identify

the needed changes in behavior patterns; to contemporary life to idettifY the

prO-clete people must cope With and the activities they engage in; to subject

specialists to determine the knowledge a person should have in a given area;

and to philosophy to aid in selecting a small number of consistent highly

important objeotives.

The objectives for a given program or course Will have to be refined in some

viasi to make them workable. The objectives should be consistent with the

educational and social PhilosoPhy to which the institution'is:comMitted;-those

that are not should be eliminated. Objectives that are not in ke3ping with

the psychology of learning, that is, those that are unrealistic it terms of

the time commitment required and the age of the learners, should be elimin-

ated. Objectives Which concentrate on specific knowledge are more easily at-

( )



tamable ana the results more Ior-lasting when the can use this

knowledge in their lives. A snail of consistent goals

which reinforce each other is the ideal:

Educational objectives are necessary to help instruc=7 _esign and evaluate

instruction and they also serve to communicate the -4" instruction to

the students, the instructors and the people who plate -2== evaluate the curri-

culum. Many books and articles have been written ate..: 7; Icy./ they should be

statea. Kibler and Mager9 are both proponents of objectives be-

haviorally when dealing with teacher -pupil interactf.::. They both believe

that such objectives should contain these elements: ---be wno (Luilent, par-

ticipant, etc.), the actual behavior (to write, to :identify, to distinguish,

etc), the result (speech, essay, etc.), the relevant cnnal'ions (in one hour,

in front of the class, without notes, etc.), and thee sl--=--nrerl of success

10(four out of five, 90% accuracy, etc.). Tyler beLieves that objectives

should be stated in a form to be helpful in selectLnz learning experiences

and in guiding teaching. They should be statemen z-1" changes to take place

in students, not things the instructor is to do. Ee believes that objectives

should identify both the behavior to be developed in the student and the

content in which this behavior will take place. Hs does not advocate stating

objectives in terms as specific as Kibler and Mager. He believes general

objectives are more desirable than specific ones and are defined with suf-

ficient clarity if the k1 of behavior the student is expected to acouire

can be recognized.

Curs iculum_DeveIonraent

When the ne-:-.ds and interests of the population to be served have been as=

dertained and the educational objectivesSet, the course of study should be

determined; "Curriculum development is concerned With deterMining deSirabIe

educational ends and with a structure for attaining those ends."11 It a-66S

not specify the means of achieving the objectives but provides a framework

tc. achieve them. Curriculum development is a dynamic, continuous process

ani should be constantly evolving to meet the needs of the people in a changing

society. CUrricUlum planning is also a complex of details and is often in-

flUenced by the equipment, materials and teddhers available, facilities,

time, and interpersonal relationships.

(AO



12
md( 1i and Sdhenz- suggest that courses be offered to attdin

goals:

1) intenectraT ems - those related to the attainment of information,

skills, and habits required in order to think (these would include communi-

cation skills, computation skills, cognitive skills, and the acctisition of

facts and knowledge related to c7der in the universe derived from scientific

methods.)

2) social aims - studying the relation of history and geography to man,

personal development and adjustment to society, the fostering of human dig-

nity and human rights, developing creative citizenship era improving social

institutions and goals

3) economic aims - vocational training, consumer education, conserva-

tion of economic resources

4) aesthetic aims - recreation, creativity and contemplation of aes-

thetic and ethical values

5) physical as - areas of biological growth, medical care, health and

hygiene, mental health, physical fitness and developmental activities;

According to McCall and Schenz, a balanced curriculum might include courses

in the following areas: Adult BaSic Education, parent and family life, health

and safety, high school completion, public af!'airs, occupational training

and training in the traditional areas of cuiiicuIum, such as cultural en-

richment, pLcicticaI crafts and homemaking, buSiness courses and special

interest groups.

The curriculum could be organized 15y separate subjeotSe although this method

sometimes makes it diffictlt for the participant to apply separate offerings

to hit eAAly life. The arrangement of the curriculum into subject fields -

social studies; language arts, etc; - seemn to increase the ease of rele-

vancy for the Participant. However, organizing the curriculum in terms of

broad areas that cut across subject iields - home and family life; recreation,

human re:ource development, etc; - seems to make the transfer of knowledge,

skills or attitudes to daily liVing an easier one.

The scope of curriculum development is broadening; Educational opportunities

for specific groups - senior citizens, parents, handicapped adUltS, etc. -

(5)



are bed explored and implemented into the adult education program. Many

adult education programs are creating partnerships with community groups and

agencies in terms of tTe 1-4r0 fi of courses offered, specialized interests, and

the use of facilities. More creative educational services are being offered -

field trips, tours, home-study courses, as well as advantage taken of the

new technology - T.V. instruction, teaching machines, programmed learning.

The adult educatiomprogram is slow ! being integrated with the total educa-

tional Proam.

The trend is toward learning how to learn, with less emphasis on subject mat-

ter. The cuicricuIum is being organized around People, not vice versa. The

entire family is gett418 involved in education P-na several agencies are wor-

ki,le together to immrove the adult education curriculum.

Learnina Experiences

Within the framework of the curriculum, learning experiences will be nneer-

taker. There are several principles of learning which should be examin-d

before taking the first step in designing a learning experience. Monroe C.

Neff
13

sets forth these:

1) The setting - the opportunity and the place to learn - must be pro-

vided firsti

2) The adult must be clear as to what he really wants in a course;

3) Activity on the part of the student is essential to learning.

4) A learning experience that is remembered longest contains interest,

vividness and intensity.

5) Learning is considered an individual process. even though it takes

place in a group.

6) The adult learner must know what progress he is 7akimg.

Pine and Horne
14

propose these:

1) Learning is the discovery of the personal meaing and relevance of

ideat.

2) Learning is a consequence of experience.

3) One of the richest resources for learning it the learner hinself.

4) The processes of problem solving and learning are highly unique and

individual.

(6)
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The environment in which J.earninF, takes place has much to do with the out-

comes. The learning environment emanates from the social-, emotional,

attitudinal, intellectual and physirpT factors present in the 1..=-71-7ng set-

ting. The physical aspects of the 1,.=-rnin= environment include: the geo-=

graphical location, DP.,4cins equipment and materials,

temperature, acoustics, seati-z., arrangement, etc.. The social and cultural

aspects have to co With an accePting attitta-i on the part of the instructor

and a respect for the individual in the teaching-learming situation; The

emotional and psychological aspects pertain to the motivation and experience

that adult learners bring to class and how they :,re utilized in terms of

Planning and caLl4ing out learning experiences. The attitudinal aspects of

the learning environment is the response the teacher makes toward_ the learner

and his Problems. Needless to say, the human and intertersonal Climate must

be one where new behaviors are approved, where goals are clearly defined*

where there is openness to feedback, toleration for mistakes, respect for

the individual and where participation, not competition, is the key concept.

Climate setting may be the most crucial element in adult learning.

When the climate for the learning experience has been established, it is

time -L design the learning experienr,:.. ,earning experiences are what

the learner actively interacts wit'- and/or mentally, as a result

of his participation in the educatI?
15

The steps in this pro-

cess are:

1) assess needs and state objectives

2) identify available resources

3) develop a general design and select methods to accomplish the

objectives

4) evaluate and rediagnosis;

The teacher and learner together should discover the learner's needs, the

gap between where he is and where he wants to be. The teacher may furnish

tools and procedures to obtain this data in the form of tests or other

material, but the important thing is the learner's participation in the as-

sessment and subsequent activities. Step-by-step objectives should be for-

mulated by learner and teacher - objectives which are open to modification

or change as the learning experience is carried out.

(7)



Resources nay be hlit-t=?-1 or material (books, mama leers, etc.) and it is the

duty of the teacher to know where such resources can be fo:174, so he can direct

the learner toward them. The teacher 1147.11-P a resource as well as the

student, with his backlog of experiences.

In selecting learning experiences to produce the desired change in behavior,

Ty
, 16

Tyler's five general Principles should. be kept in min:::

1) A learnilz experience should =vide for the practice of the oenavior

implied.

2) The behavior should produce satisfaction.

3) Desired behavioral changes should be within the range of possibility

e11d appropriate, and should s where the participants are in terms of

background P-70. experience.

4) Many different experiences can attain the same objective.

5) A learning experience can and usually does bring about several outcomes.

Learning experiences may occur on an individual basis or in a group. The

techniques utilized depend on the type of behavioral outcomes which are

desired; According to Knowles
17

, if an increase in knowledge (generalizations

about experience, interna/ization of information) is the desired outcome $

appropriate techniques may include lecturer:" television, dialog, fi/mS,

reading, and book-based discussion. If understanding (application of infor-

mation and gene%alizations) is the desired outcome,,audience participation

in the form of discussion or games, demonstration =dramatization may be

cal' 'd for. If the development of skins (incorporation of new ways of per=

forming through practice) is the goal, techniques should include practice

exercises and drill. In changing attitudes (adoption of new feelings through

experiencing greater success with them than with old), experience-sharing

discussion, group-centered discussion and role playing may be appropiliate.

In organiz:ng values the adoption and priority arrangement of beliefs),

debxte, guided discussion, role playing and experience-sharing dit=

cussion may be utilized; In developing interests (satisfying exposure to new

activities), exhibitS, field trips, television and nonverbal exercises may

be undertaken.

Whatever the technique, the learner must actively participate in the ex-

(a)



perience and be allowed to relate it to his own background and receive feed-

batk. The learning experience is richer and more interesting if several tech-

niques are used in bringing abioUt the desired behavioral change;

Dtring, and at the termination of the learning experience, teacher and learner

together evaluate the process according to the initial objectives and the

value of the learning experience in attaining them, Some judgment is made

concerning the appropriateness of both the objectives and the learning ex-

perience and, if necessary, both are modified or changed. as needs are redi=

agnosed; The process thus repeats ittelf.

The key concept in the entire adult learning situation is participation on

the Dart of the learner - in diagnosing needs, in designing and carrying out

the learning experience and in evaluating performance, He has guidance from

the teacher but his aim is to be self-directing. Adults have been conditioned

to be dependent on teachers and they may need help in learning to be self=

Prrecting.

Evaluation
18

Tyler defines evaluation as "the process of determining to what extent

the edudatienal objectives are actually being rea/ized by a program of cur-
19

tietltt and instruction." Stufflebeam defines it as "the process of de=

lineating. obtaining and providing useftl informatien for judging decision

alternatives," The dictionary defines evaluation as "the process of attain-

ing the value of something." Whatever the definition, the intent is the same:

to determine the worth of what is being evaluated, By identifying the strengths

and weaknesses of a program of instruction, corrections and improvements can

be made based on the evaluation.

Knowles has stated, "I think evaluation has become a much overemphasized

sacred COW;" and he is skeptical about placing too much faith in the re-

sults of an evaluation. He believes that it is difficult to prove that a

particular program is responsible for desired behavior changes because there

are so many variables affecting human behavior. He believes that the subtle

and more important outcomes of an adult education program cannot be evaluated

because of lack of research procedures. Many poiidY=makeit are unwilling to

(9)
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invest time and money in documenting the worth of training which they can see

is valuable. In addition, adult education is an open system where participation

is voluntary and the worth of the program is reflected more by the satisfac-

tion and degree of persistence of its clientele. However, even Knowles

agrees that the process of evaluation can be a valuable one if the results

are used, in addition to other data, to improve the organization and educa-

tional operation of a program.

Arden D. Grotelueshen
21

has enumerated some of the potential benefits of

evaluation as well as its limitations. The benefits include: the improvement

Of the accuracy of diagnosis* an increased knowledge of outcomes, the ability

to identify the affected. audiences, the issues that concern them, and the ap-

propriate standards of performance.; The process of evaluation also forces

the staff members to communicate among themselves and provides for an increased

ability to advocate a position based on the findings. Evaluation, however,

may be focused on trivia and may measure only the measurable aspectt of in-

struction, not taking into account the interpersonal behavior fostered or the

long-term effects. Criticism and conflict may result because of the dis-

closure of the results to various audiences. Time spent on evaluative pro-

cedures may. be done at the saerifice of instruction time and, after the re-

tults are tatUlated, no change or improvement may result.

22
Aker and Schroeder have cited some symptoms of inadequate evaluation of

an adult education program which are interesting. Present evaluation is

inapt if there is a very slow increase in the number of students enrolling,

if there is difficulty in attracting a specified target community, if the rate

of learner persistence is low, if there is a high dropout rate, if there is

limited learner involvement in planning and evaluation, if there are complaints

regarding discrepancy in goals, procedures and resources, if there is diffi-

culty placing students in jobs or complaints from employers regarding the

skills of those who have completed courses, if there are few course sequences,

and if there is a lack of support for the budget and new programs. If one or

more of these symptoms appears in a program, the process of evaluation has

been inadeauate in pointing out the trouble spots in the program or the in=

formation gained from the evaluation was not used efficiently.

I 4
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Donald KiIpatrick23-cites four kinds of evaluation which ma: take place with-

in a program of instruction: 1) reaction evaluation, which consists of get-

ting the reactions of the participants as they take part in the program; 2)

aF which consists of gathering data about the principles,

facts, and techniques acquired by the participants in the program; 3) beha7Lor

evaluation, which consists of comparing participants' behavior before the

course of study with behavior after the course; 4) results evaluation, cc$m-

piling information usually contained in the routine records of the organi-

zation, such as effects on turnover, costs, efficiency, absences, etc;;

The process of evaluation has four essential steps: formulate the questions

to be answered, collect the appropriate data, analyze and interpret the data,

tddify the program based on the outcomes of the evaluation, The formula-

tion of the questions to be answered is a difficUlt task. It shoUld probably

begin with a description of the program, its stated goals, and its central

concerns or purposes. Questions may concern program processes or outcomes,

curriculum content, instructional strategies, program intents, costs, suc-

cesses, failures, and a multitude of other categories. The audience for whom

the evaluation is intended should be identified along with the criteria the

audience will use in judging the program. Potential audiences may be students,

teachers, administrators, community groups, policy makers, etc.. What data

is "appropriate" will change from situation to situation, depending on the

questions to be answered. Data collected may be antecedent data (information

on the skills and backgrounds of the participants and instructors, the pro-

gram resources, etc.), transactions (information on the interactions among

participants, teachers and materials), or outcome information (what happened

as a result of the program).
24

Data collection may take many forms: ques-

tionnaires, interviews, obseivaLions, participation reports, standardized

tests, rating scales, behaViar analyses, attitude scales, eta,, The impor-

tant thing is that the data collected and method of collection be valid miri-

reliable, The results are then interpreted and transmitted to the proper

audiences and the results used to change or modify the program, The prola7

bility of the results being used are greater if the findings are valid, if

they are communicated to those who can use them, if the receivers are com-

Mitted, and if the implications are discussed;

Evaluation shoUld be an ongoing process, done formally and informally, It
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should not take a budget or dropout crisis to initiate it. Everzymne involved

in the instructional mrogram shoUld take matt in the evaluation.: the marti-

cipants* the instr .zctors, the program director, the community, Feedback on

evaluation resul= should be given to all concerned,

"Currently* adUlt education is beginning to stress formative or process eva-

luation, or keeping track of what is going on in order to make changes or ad-

justments to help the adult 'earner achieve what he wants and needs to learn

in the quidkest possible time for the lowest possible cost, in a manner that

Will be of the greatest benefit to him and to his community
25

PART TWO: PEOPLE IN ADULT EDUCATION

The Adult Learner

The adult learner is different in many ways from his younger counterpart.

Malcolm Knowles
26 employs the term "androgogy when referring to adult edu-

cation. Androgogy is.the science of teaching man, as opposed to pedagogy,

the science of teaching children. He cites some characteristics of adult

lecirners which are different from those of children:

1) "The self-concept moves from one of being a dependent personality to-

ward one of being a self-directing human being." This belief affects the

learning climate between student and teacher, who must work together to de-

termine needs, plan learning experiences and evaluate progress.

2) "The adult accumulates a growing reservoir of experience that be-

comes an increasing resource for learning." His experience must be utilized

in the learning situations, and new experiences related, to old.

3) "The adult's readiness to learn becomes oriented increasingly to the

developmental tasks of his social roles." An adult's social roles are many

and varied; he is a learner, a "self" (with unioue self-identity), a friend,

a citizen, a family member, a worker, and a leisure-time user. At various

points in his life, he may feel the need to become more :competent in one or

another of these social roles and may engage in a experience. It

is important to time instruction to coincide with this Jndeavor to become

more competent, One must also consider the time spent perfnrming the duties

of each of these roles. An adUlt may find it difficult to engage in a

learning experience due to pressure from -other commitments.

(12)
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4) "The adult's time perspective changes from one of postponed applica-

tion of knowledge (children and youth learn for future use) to immediacy of

application. Accordingly, his orientation toward learning shifts from one of

subject-centeredness to one of problem-centeredness." Adults are very "now"

centered and want information they can appMy immediately. They are reluctant

to engage in learning experiences whose relevancy they cannot determine.

Adult education programs should be person=centered, not subject-centered.

The problems dealt with must be the problems of the students.

Richard A. Etherlse27 cites the following characteristics of the adult

learner, many of which are in keeping with Knowles view:

1) There is a rigidity on the part of the adult to change because Jabits
have long since been formed.

2) The adult may require more time to master a task. This is not to be

misconstrued as meaning he is not able to learn. The conventional view that

changes in adult years bring about a decline in the ability to learn can now

be challenged by empirical data.)

3) The adult wants to reach his goals quickly.

14) The adult doesn't want to learn isolated facts.

5) The adult'is aware of his past successes and failures.

6) The adult must see relevance in his learning.

7) New ways of behaving must be related to his needs, interests and values.

8) The adult's needs and problems are present in all of his activities.

9) The adult's self-image must be preserved and protected.

10) The adult must be convinced he can learn.

Motivation - the desire to learn = is a complex blend of interests, values,

attitudes, environments, aspirations and self-concepts. Houle28 sees three

types of learners: those who are goal-oriented they have clear-cut objec-

tives), those who are activity-oriented (they want social contact and join

a learning situation when the need becomes pressing) and those who are lear-
ning-oriented (they seek knowledge for its own sake). Allen Tough29 re-

searched adults' learning projects and he found that the strongest motivation

among adult learners was the intention of using the knowledge or skill gained

in some future situation. Sometimes the motivation was to impart the know-

ledge or skill learned to others, sometimes it led to pleasure and improved
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'self- esteem and sometimes motivation resulted from earning credits. Many

learning projects were job-related; in mapy the person expected to use the

knowledge or skill in managing home and family; sometimes there was an en-

deavor to improve competence in some broad area and some projects wEre re-

lated to a hobby or leisure-time activity. Emphasis in all was on the anti=

cipated use or application of the knowledge or skills.

The adult's needs and motives for learning may arise from societal forces
which prompt him to engage in a learning task. Social forces which include

the uses of leisure time, patterns of migration, certification requirements,

new occupations, women's rights, etc.may be motivating factors as Well as
the desire to become more competent in social roles. In addition, motivation

may arise from a desire for a feeling of importance, improved self-esteem,

the avoidance of mental and physical pain, the enjoyment of tension=reducing

activities, social contacts and independence.

The adult who engages in some organized learning experience may be looked

upon by others as =sting something Which he should not pursue. It hat

traditionally been the role of the youth to study and the task of the adult

to work. The idea that_a learning role is a major one fdt both youth and

adult must be fostered so the concept of life-long education bedeteS a
reality.

Teter of Adults

The teacher in an adult education program is the single best indicator of
success. He is the cornerstone of the entire learning ptdcessi The role
of the teacher is thatgihg ftom being a dictatorial one to that of being a
partner in the learning process. Together, the adult learner and teeth-dr

refine objectiVes, plan the learning experiences and evaluate progress. It

is difficult to pinpoint the characteristics of effective teadhers because

of the many variables in the teaching-learning situation - student variables,

teacher variables and environment variables. The best way to convey what

characteristics effective teachers have would be perhaps to cite several
educators' opinions.

N.L. Gage3 found that desirable teachers "tend to behave approvingly, ac-



ceptantly, and supportively; they tend -z.o speak 'Kell of their own studentt,

students in general, and people in geher_al. They tend to like and trust rather

than fear other people of all kinds."

Carl Rogers31 sees the teacher as a "fac_Litator of learning." Teachers must

be genuine, caring and understanding. The teacher's duties include: ,-attitg

the initial mood of the class, clarifying the purpose of the class, relying
on students to implement purposes meaningful to them, making resources avail-

able, serving as a resource hit elf, accepting the attitudes and intelligence

of each person in the class, becoming a participant learner, sharing his ideas

with the group, being alert to individuals' feeling, and accepting his own
limitations.

Tough a good teacher as one who is warm and lovihgi regards

the learner as an equal, one t.thci haS cohfidencein the self-plannitg ability
Of the learner, permitting him to make his own decisions, one who listens

as well as taikS0 one who helps learners out of concern or to gain pleasure

from the learner's progress, and one 14=r'; = +pen and growing;

liarry and Bbnarci OVe±street33 cite the characteristics of effective

-teachers: an inquiring mind, competence in his field, capability of relating

.o all kits of people, perception of tilt-. real problems and real persons in

the learnimg situation and respect for the learner.

The California Department of Edtdation3it cites these: an =derstanditg at=
titudei subject mastery, the ability to adjust the subject matter to the in=
dividual, physical StaMita, and a broad concept of communitY.

At a national workshop of A.BE. teachers, the following attributes of ef=
fecti-Te teachers were put fOrth: patient, versatile* quickly analytical,

hum ...coos, optomistic, utderttanditig,
philosophical, creative, perceptive,

toMOrrow-iooking and flexible.

The list could go on and on. ObViouslyno one teacher has all of theSe
cbaracteristics. Were I to list the most important attributes of a good

teEcher of a:-.UltS, I would choose the follOWitg: an accepting attitude,

(15)
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accepting of all kinds of people, limitations and goals; the ability to adjust

the instructional situation to the needs and abilities of the students; a warm

personality - approachable, sharing, receptive and caring.

The tasks of the teacher of adults are varied. He must heln t 10=,-rs

diagnose their needs, plan the learning experiences with the learners, create

favorable 'earning conditions, select the most effective methods and techni-

ques, provide human and raterial resources and celp measure the outcomes of

the learning experiences; How to perform these tasks will be the subject of

the sections on learning experiences, curricuiun and evaluation;

The dFlainistrator /Direc±c

According to Knowles,36 the effective adult education administrator possesses

these characteristics:

1) He has a genuine respect for the intrinsic capacity of adtltt to be

self-directing;

2) He derives his greatest satisfactions as an administrator and educator

from accomplishment through others.

3) He values the experience of others as a resource for accommlithing

both work and Iearni-ng by himself and others.

4) He is Willing to take titks that are involved in experimenting with

new Ideas and new approaches, and views failures as things to be learned from

rather than to be defensive about,

5) He has a deep commitment to and skill in the involvement of people in

organizational and educational processes.

6) He is able to estalaish warm, empathic relationships with people of

All sorts; he it 7!ble to zee the world thtough theit eyes; he is a good lis-

tener.

7) He has a deep in the potency of educational processes for con-

tribUting to the solUtion or organizational and societal problems.

8) He engages in a process of continuing education for hi:as-elf.

These characteristics are ideological and practice is quite a different thing

from ideology. The Bilingual Education Service Center in IIlimois37 has

proposed a more practical list of qualities of a good administrator of adult

(t6)



education: he should have intimate knowledge of the community and the program;

have knowledge of public relations, Program promotion and communit: relations; he

should have flexibility in working with staff and community service work; back-

ground experience and knowledge of funding agencies and requirements; back-

ground experience and knowledge in proposal writing; background experience

and knowledge in materials development and selection and experience and

training in staff development. To this I would add the following: an under-

standing of the psychology of the adult learner and a commitment to education

as a lifelong process.

In the past, the position of adult education director was often seen as a

stepping stone to a more prestigious job. His appointment seems to have had

little to do with his qualifications, in fact, prior academic preparation in

Adult education was not a requirement for the position. Thankfully, this

state of affairs is slowly changing. The National Association of Public

School Educators that the following shoUld be considered n selecting

an adult education director: educatiotal preparation, educational experience,

educational leadership and administrative-supervisory competencies.

In essence, the adult education director's duties ressemle those of a

school superintendent. He must:

1) assess the needs of the clientele

2) organize and manage the structure of the adult education program

3) formulate objectives and design appropriate activities in con unction

with other staff members

4) provide for the training of personnel

5) coordinate use of facilities and equipment

6) recruit the clientele

7) provide for the financing of the program

8) interpret the program to the public

9) evaluate the program.

The adUlt education director must be a public relations person. The com-

munity is a key factor in the operation of a successful adult education

program. It is from the members of the community, its organizations* bUSI=

nesses and agencies that the director can learn what learning experiences

(17)



should be offered to fulfill existing needs. It is the community which de-
cides if a program is successful and whether to funnel tax dollars into adult
education. The community has other resources for learning - museums, libraries,
vocational schools, colleges which could be coordinated with the adult
education program to avoid duplication of effort and enrich learning. It is
to the community and its organizations that the director must interpret the
adult education program.

Another of the director's functions is recruitment. The audiences must be
reached if they are to participate in the program offered. This requires the
selection of groups to be helped and an organized effort to establish contact.
Contact can be made in a variety of ways: door-to-door recruiters, advertise-
ments in the newspapers, on radio and television, posters and fliers in
strategic places and through organizations and agencies whose clientele may
be a prospective audience.

The adult education director is also responsible for hiring, training, super-
vising and evaluating the people on his staff. He should know what qualities
to look for in a prospective teacher, what the sources for teachers are, how
to help them be good teachers of adults and grow in competency, and how to
evaluate them. In-service training shou5d be a part of any education program,
but particularly in an adult education program where the teachers have not
always had instruction themselves in how to teach adults. Topics for in-
service sessions could include: 39

the instructional program, aduli- learning
competencies, methods and techniques for teaching adults, adult interests,
Qualities of a good adult education teacher, a study of the enrolled students,
differences in teaching adults and children, physiological and psychological
a=ects of aging, leadership

training, group dynamics, and schooI-community
relations. In addition to providing for formal instruction in the field of
adult education, the director should keep his staff informed of innovation,
new technioues and strategies on an informal basis.

Teacher evaluation should be an integza7. part of the ongoing evaluation of
the prOgraM. Its primary function is to assist the teAdher in improving the
quality of instruction. A good direttcit Works with the teadhet in a-mon-



threatening, non-punitive situation toward the goal of promoting individual

growth and self-evaluation.

The Counselor

The counselor per se is a relative newcomer to the adult education scene.

Formerly, the teachers and administrators performed his functions during what=

ever time remained after their main duties were taken care of. Indeed, the

teacher should still maintain his role as counselor, maintaining a helping

relationship with the students in determining needs, setting objectives and

being a good listener. However, with the increased enrollment in and sophis-

tication of the larger adult education programs, some of the tasks of the

teachers are assigned to a counselor, to free the teacher to devote more time

to his teaching duties and to utilize the superior expertise of the counselor

in assessing needs, setting objectives, and determining probable courses of
action for the students.

The counselor should:

1) interview the student initially and several times during his stay in

the educational setting in an effort to devise a realistic plan to achieve the
student's goals and monitor his progress.

2) administer and interpret any tests which may be called for - intelli-

gence tests, personality inventories, interest inventories, achievement tests

and aptitude tests.

3) explain to the student the nature and goals of the program and guide

him into appropriate learning experiences.

4) be aware of other community resource programs which may benefit his
clients.

5) refer appropriate students to other socialieducatibnal and psycho-
logical services.

6) perform a follow-up service, keeping statistics on program uates,

enrolled studentS and program dropouts.

7) keep up-to -date records, bOth confidential and academic.

(19)
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PART THREE: SOME PROGRAM PLANNING MODELS

Tyler's Model

Ralph W. Tylei- has been mentioned several times in the course of this paper;

In his book, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction, he explains hiS

rationale for viewing, analyzing and interpreting the curriculum and instruc-

tional program of an educational institUtiOn. Hit defign is a general one,

not restricted to adUlt education, but certainly applicable. It'is repre-

sented on the folladrig page.

The sources of objectives are the needs and interests of the learners, the

work and vocational expectations of society as well as its problems, and the

concepts, theory, principles and factt relating to the subject matter. By

confronting these sources, tentative objectives may be formed and then screened

through the educational and social philosophy of the institution. Another

screen, the psychology of learning, may eliminate some objectives which are

not feasible, mutually consistent, or attainable or which will not result

from the learning. Final educational objectives should be stated by identify-

ing the learner, the behavioral change to take place and the content area.

In selecting learning experiences, contider if the experience will evoke the

desired behavior, if the experience will give the student practice in the

desired behavior, if it is applicable to the implied content, if the student

will obtain satisfaction from practicing it, if it:is possible for the student

to achieve, and the variety of learning experiences Which can be used to pro-

duce the same outcome. The objectives of the learning experience may be some

skill in relating ideas, the acquisition of information, the development of

social attitudes or the development of interests.

The criteria for organizing the learning experiences are three: continuity

(the vertical reiteration of major curricUltM eletehtt)i sequence (successive

experiences bUilt upon previous ones but more broadly and deeply), and inte-

gration (horizontal relationship of Curriculum experiences). The elements to

be organized may be concepts, values or tkillt. MtPetiences may be organized

Chronologically, from specific to general; from real to abtttadt or from

simple to complex.
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CURRICULUM (PROGRAM) DEVELOPMENT (TYLER)

Sources of Objectives

learner enviroilment subject matter

sl#

Form Tentative Objectives

Seltdh Tentative Objectives

philosophy i .psychology of learning

Choose Final Edtdational Otrjectives

Select Learning Experiencet

otgahite Learning Experiences

Evaluate

Sources Tyler, 18s.Ic Principles of Curriculund_Inst=ction; 1975
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The behavior change shoUld be evaluated several times during the course of

the learning experience, at the termination of it, and at some distant point

after; The initial behavior before the learning experience should be deter-

mined to provide a basis for evaluating Change. In obtaining and organizing

evidences of change, the behavioral objectives should be defined, the situation

where the learners can express the behavior iuentified; the methods for col-

lecting evidence selected; the sample determined, the data collected then sum-

marized and organized. The results of the evaluation may be used to estimate

change; determine strengths and weaknesses, identify points needing attention,

clarify objectives, and provide information to the puUic.

Knowles' System

Malcolm Knowles has long been a leader in adult education and it behooves an

adult educator to examine his concept of program development; The process

he advocates is based on andragogy - the instruction of man. There are

several differences between andragogy and pedagogy - the instruction of chit

dren - and these differences are central to his concept of program planning
0

in adUlt education. Some assumptions of pedagogy are: the child's Self=

concept is that of being a dependent personality, his experience in life is

little and of little worth; his readiness to learn is deterAined by his

biological development and social pressure, his time perspective is one of

postponed application (the things he learns will be applicable only in the

distant future); and he is subject-centered. In contrast to this; the as-

sumptions of andragogy are: the adult's self-concept is one of increasing

self=directiveness; his past experiences are valuable and are a rich resource

for learning, his readiness to learn is determined by the developmental tasks

of his social roles; his time perspective is one of immediate application

(he wants to utilize what he learns immediately); and his orientation to

learning is problem-centered;

Let us contrast the process of learning in a pedagogical environment vs. an

andragOgiCal one.4 1 In the child's classroom (pedagogical); the climate is

authority-centered; formai and competitive; planning; the diagnosis of needs

and the formtlation of objectives is done by the teacher; the design of the

learning experiences is based on the logic of the subject matter and on con-

tent units; the activities of learning are conducted mainly by transmittal



technioues; evaluation is dan-led on by the teacher. in the adult learning
sitUation. the climate is :J.Aro-I-mai and one of thtttal respect; Planni7z. diag

nosis and formulation of objectives are done mutually bl teadher and learner;

the seauence of the learning ekheriences is based on readiness and are de-

Signed around problem units; the activities of learni-fts are centered on ex-

evaluationheriential technaoues; evaluation ana rodiagnosis of needs is done by both
teacher and learner.

Knowles' process of program development is represented on the following e.

Houle's Model

Cyril O. Houle is another leader in the field of adult education who has de-
42veloped a system of education specifically for adults. He sees the system

as having two parts: 1) examining the situation in which the learning acti=

vity occurs to determine the 'basic category to which it belongs and 2) apply-

ing the situation to produce a design or program. The categories of learning

situations are four: individual, group, institutional, and mass. An indivi-

dual situation is one in which the learner designs an activity for himself

or an individual or group designs an activity for another individual. A group

situation is one in Which a group designs an activity for itself, or a teacher

or committee designs an activity for a group. An institutional situation is

one in which a new institution is formed, an institution designs an activity

in a new format or a new activity in an established format. A mass tftuation

is one in which an individual. group or institution desizrs an activity for

a mass audience.

Houle's fundamental system is represented on page 25.

The identification of a possible educational activity can arise from many

sources and in many ways too numerous to mention.. Once it has been identi-

fied. a decision on the part of the powers that beis made to proceed or

not to proceed. This decision involves analyzing data, making judgments and

reviewing alterhatiVes. Identifying and refining objectives is a major step

in designing the learning experience. Objectives may be stated in terms of

desired accomplisnments of the learner or in terms of the principles of action

that are likely to achieve the desired changes in C-ie learner. Objectives

may te developed cooperatively and they should be clear enough to indicata
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The AndragogicaI Process of Program Development

(Knowles)

Establish Climate Conducive to Adult Learning

1. Respect for personality
2. Participation in decision-making
3. Freedom of expression
4.. Mutual responsibility for determining goals,

conducting activities, evaluating

Create Organizational. Strucmure for Participative Planning

provide
Committee Provide Staff

Policy Structure Services

Diagnose Needs-and Interests

individual argar`izational

ir
Define General Purposes

Screens

Institutional Purpose
Feasibility
Interests of Clientele

Define Program Objectives
a. educational
b. operational

Community

Design a Comprehensive Program
(Format)

Operat- Activities

Leader Facilities Procedures Counseling Promotion rinances

NI'
Evaluate

Sourest Knowles, Modern Practice of Adult E-1.:c,:mion, 1970.
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-DESIGN OF-EDUCATION (Hot'LE)

a possible educational activity is identified

a decision is made to proceed

objectives are identified and refined

a suitable format is designed

a; resources f. social reinforcement

b. leadert i individualization

c. meth h. role relationships

d. schedule criteria for evaluation

e. sequence j. clarity of design

the format is fitted into larger patterns of life

a; guidance c. finances

b. life style d. interpretation

the plan is put into effect

the results are measured and appraised

Source: Houle, l;sign of Education, 1972.
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exactly what is intended. Objectives are stated "to help shape a format,

to restrict the sphere of action, tc provide a brief description of the a: ti'

vity, to clarify the thotts of planners or analysts, to create a sense of

unity, or to serve as a basis for puolio _ =l =ti In refinin=- objec-

tives, consider the milieu, the learners, the content, the design for teaching,

aspirations and motives.

In designing a suitable format, all elements shotld be considered. The re-

sources are the principle means by which the content is conveyed. The leaders

or teachers in adult education may be part-time; some may not be teachers at

all and may need help in devising methods of instruction. Material selection

and use should depend on the capacity of the leaders to use them, the number

of people involved and the time and cost involved. In making, a time schedule,

consider the total elapsed time, the kinds of sessions reouired, their fre-

quency, their duration and placement in the day, -reek and month. The ques-

tion of time is important to adults. Finding the time for an educational

activity which will best fit into the life patterns of the participants is

often crucial to success. The seouence is the order in which the content

is learned and is influenced by the experience of the learners, by the fact

that adult learning ventures usually arise from specific needs or desires,

and by a continuing sense of accomplishment. Providing social reinforcement

will determine the morale of the group in ouestion. It has been found that

reinforcement directed to the accomplishment of goals is the best kind. The

content and pace of learning should be adjustec to the nature of each Iearner

Roles and relationships should be clarified so each person in the learning

situation knows what is expected of him. The criteria for evaluation are

broader in scope and less sharply defined and developed than those in child-

hood and youth education. Standardized tests are not often used, although

enrollment and attendance figures are. Some goals of adult education cannot

be measured for years. Finally, the design of the educational activity should

be explained to all involved.

In fitting the program into life patternsi consider the situation from the

point of view of the learneri the educator and the institutioni Guidance

must be provided. Clients should be guided into courses whiCh will fulfill

their diagnosed needs and expectations and guided out of courses which are
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-not' appropriate. Life styles mav have to modified to devote time to study

which laight otherwise be spent on the job or with the family. Financing

must be arranged. In adult education) there are three main fiscal problems:

an inadecuacy of funds which Prevent an activity from coning into being,

restricts its effectiveness or limits participation to those who can afford

it. Many people think that if a payment must be rrAde for a course, the ccm-

mitment to the course on the mart of the payer will be greater, but this does

not necessarily follow. The activity must be interpreted to the public;
144

"The most effective way to interpret a program is to have a good one."

The plan is then put into effect, allowing for changes to be made during its

course; and results are measured and appraised; Measurement is the determin-

ation by objective means of the extent to which the learners have achieved

the criteria of evaluation. Appraisal is a subjective judgment of how well

the educational objectives have been achieved; Appraisal may incorporate

the data provided by the measurements, but it goes beyond them to sum them

up, to reflect abOtt their meaning and to make a final culminating assess-

ment of the value of the activity.

If, after the results are measured and appraised, there is need for program

reconstruction and a decision is made to proceed, the process begins again

with the refinement of objectives and continues on.

Both Knowles' and Houle's designs are interest-based models; Let us con-
--
45

sider a needs-based model proposed by the Illinois ESL/ABE Service Center.

ESL/ABE Model

This model assumes that a decision has already been made to

ESL/ABE program and proceeds on that premise; A simplified

Of the model follows on page 28. In the following section;

implement an

representation

an attempt is

made to relate this needs-based model to the existing ABE program in one

community and HotIe's model to the GED program.

(27)
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ESL/ABE PROGRAM MODEL

Identify Pro.,..am Recuirenents

Develop the Program

1. identify target =vitiation
2. identify student needs
3i 'Plan the core program
L; develop objectives
5; identify fatilitiet
6. idettify_staffing nee-at
7. ievelop the buiget

Implement the Program

1. inform the dommunity.:
2, seledt/evaluate materials
3. Maintain records
4. retention
5. followup
6. testing and placement
7, utilize community_

Provide for Staff Development

EValuate the Program

Source: Bandbook for ESL/ABE Administrator, 1975.
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PART r07.. ABE AND GED I ONE COMMUNITY

Forest Lake is in the outer ring Of tUburbs of the Minneapolis-St. Paul area.
The city of Forest Lake has a population of 4446, the township about 5,000.
The people are mottly middI-cIass with an average or slightly above Inc a.

The median educational level it that of high school. The majority of the

meopIe are between 30-50 with numbers increatc-rz at the lower end of the
spectrum due to an Influx of young people with s 7,17,11 (4141dren. The area is
a growirz one because of its Proximity to the Twin Cities ara the attraction

of its lakes and country living. It is essentially a bedroom community. Many
People commute to Minneapolis and St. Paul to work, although farmirg is of
great importance ard the retailers service the StliTornding communities in
p-ilittion to the Forest Lake residents. There is some small industry.

The Forest Lake sChOoI district spreads out over 200 square miles; At Pre-
sent, there is one senior high tchooI of 4400 students, two junior

and seven elementary schools. In 19750 there were about 6,000.students en=
rblled in grades K=12. A figure of 10,000 is projedted for 1934. The pre-

sent total number of people in the school district is 20,000.

A study of the 1975 senior high graduates gives some indication of academic

aspirations. 28% planned to attend college; 23% planned to attend vocational
school; In all, 60% went on to further education and the remaining 40%Went

on to fUll=time employment; The drOtiOUt rate for the last few years has ranged
from three to six percent of the graduating class.

Adult education has been part of the edtdationaI scene for many years in

the form of interest classes conducted in the evening - painting, knitting,

sewing, etc.. Three years ago, a full -time director of community education

was appointed and the offerings have expanded to include courses for credit

Under the auspices of Lakewood Community College, in addition to an increased
number of interest and skill classes.

ABE Program

The ABE program is a a new one. It was begun in Mayi 1975; by two
teachers fro" the GED program who saw a need for such instruction. The coor-
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dir=tor of Adult Basic Education for the state of Minnesota identified the

program reattremetts and the trOceSS Of program develozent began.

The target Population was people whose skills in -,--zding and math were below

the eighth grade level. SeVeral students who enrolled in the GED program

were potential ABE students at the tine and a record of former GED students

who had not completed the teat because of their gl-C-711t on file. Sth=

dent needs were diagnosed as being those of reading skills and skills in lasid

math computation. Once the ttUdentS had ungraded these skills through par-

ticipation in the ABE Program, it was felt that they could continue GED in-

struction and have a better chance to successfully corolete the tests. The

core program was taus centered arorni reading and math.

The broad goal of the program was as follows: "Our main goal is to trOVide

a program to meet the needs of the educationally deficient adults in the sum

rounding community. This program will be conducted at regular hours by quali-

fied staff, using materials especially designated for the ABE student. The

Clasz. will be held in a centrally located area."

The objectives were stated in a format suggested by the federal delines:

1. to increase adult enrollment by 100%.

2. to prepare at least 10 new units in the reading grogram

3. to use at least three new media to advertise .;;he program.

4. to encourage at least two teachers to attend three adhlt edUcation

workshops conducted by the State Demartment of Education;

5. to make at least seven presentations to the Board of Education,

parent/teacher organizations, or other groups concerning adult education.

6. to complete required reports by the deadline date.

7.: to inform the ABE students of the GED program.

The facility Chosen Was the library in the senior h h because of its geo=

graphically desirable location, and the comfort of its interior. Its sets

of tables and chairs, separate conference rooms with blaokboardSi and easy

access to reference material were conducive to individual or small group

instruction. Classes were scheduled one evening a week for three hours. It

was determined that two teachers would to sufficient, one performing the
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of cooreinator- in addition to 'eachin5-. A counselor would be avail-

mne evening a. month Tor testing atm remerraL. i-ems cont.,..sred

were: talariet for the coordineor; two teachers, one counselor a clerk-

typist; travel extenses for workshops and conferences; instructional sup-

plies and equipment; The program proposal was accepted by the State Department

of Education and tne local school board;

The implementation of the program began by iefv,tiiiiit the Community of its

existence. This was done by advertisements in the local and regional news=

mailers, contacting the council of ministers of Forest Lake to inform. the

various churches, calling several welfare-agencies in Washington County and

personally contacting Laesent and former GED students who one-II-fled for ABE

instruction: Materials selected were reading and math texts and workbooks

specifically written for ABE students. There NMS no opportunity to evaluate

them beforehand;

Records maintained were attenriFnce; scores on diagnostic tests; a form re-

questinia. name; address; telephone, previous schoolin,g and educational goal;

in addition to a weekly record of learning experiences in clatt. If a ttU=

dent was missing from Class three times consecutively; the program coordinator

telephoned him to ascertain the reason for the 1:1-sendes and to encourage him

to return; No attempt was made to follow up on those studantt '41i6 left the

program permanently.

A ouick placement test: was administered to each student on his first evening

in class to dete.Lmine placement in the reading materials available. Thete

tests accompanied the student texts and were a cursory appraisal of skills;

Within six weeks' time, a series of more complete tests was administered -

the California Tests of Adult Basic Education - to expraise more accurately

the reAriing and math skills present and lacking.

Members of the community were not utilized as resource peop le in thiS progra

One of the teachers attended workshops for ESLABE teachers, but; beyond this;

there were no staff development activities.

The progran was evaluated only informally. Those who separated from the
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program did not usually notify th- instructor's i ^ advance so there was no

opportunity to assess now mucn skflis had improved. Comments made

during the instructional process and over coffee, seoaration statistics,

student attendance and general attituds prov;-='e--- most of the evaluative

=or:mat-Ion.

Some cuestions foil-ow which may be some food for thought for future adult

education planners:

Were the Participants in the ABE class those for whoa the program was ori-

ginall intended?

A vociferous "no." Present and former GED stnients did not come. Of the

25 people who attended In the course of the year, no less than eleven were-

Cambodian and Vietnamese refugees who had moved into the area. Their skT11c

ranged from no previous ex= sue to the English langrae to having had ten

years of English instruction. Neither of the instructors had had experience

teaching ESL and no materials for this purpose had been purchased. An ABE

teacher truly has to be ready for the unexpected: ESL materials were cuick-

ly purchased and others inprovised. One of the teachers attended two workshops

conducted specifically for other ABE teachers throughout the state who found

themselves in similar situations. Instruction, haphazard as it was, continued.

The skills of the remaining fourteen participants covered suite a range. NO

two people were alixe. Two were foreigners who read or wrote no English but

tpoke it quite veil. Two high school graduates enrolled, their reading skills

at about the seventh grade level,; Two others needed help in grammar and went

on to get their GED certificates, Several read at about the fourth grade

level and others read very well bUt lacked Math SkillS. All in alli the

group was as interesting as it was varied,

How was instruction handled?

The students in ESL were divided into three groups, depending on their Skills

in English and instruction based on the American Language Course texts, tapes

and workbooks. The others were tutored individraIly in their various texts on

reading, spelling, grammar and math, EXtensive use was Made of the Cyclo-

teacher, Learning was, of necessity, fairly self-directed with periodic help
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encouragement by the teacher throughout the class per

Were the orip.aal objectives achieved?

Yes and no. Special units in reading were not prepared beause of the abun-

dance of materials already available. Only One of the two teachers attended

workshops; Presentations were made to the board Of education but not to

other groups; Reouired reports were completed on time and A33 sttdentS in=
.

:ormed of the GED program.

Were the materials selected appropriate?

For the most part, no. Despite the ABE label, many were far too difficult

for the students PV4 many were ridiculously coementary ?ifi children-centered.

The Mott Series in reading was very satisfactory as were the Steck-Vaughn acrd

Cambridge math textbooks. The Cyclo- teacher was invaluable. The instructors

were pleased with the information obtained from the California Tests of Adult

Basic Education and plan to continue using that as diagnostic, placement and

achievement 1.,,DtrUMents.

How should evaluation in this program be changed?

Standardited tests should be given on a regular basis = perhaps every six

months - to reassess problett, and provide concrete proof of improvement.

An info:...4I evaluation sheet should be cdtplatad pei.4odicalay by each stu-

dent to provide feedbadk on the instruction received and feelings abOut the

achievement of personal otdedtives.

What is the principal weakness of this Program?

As in any ABE program, the People who need the instruction are not all being

recruited. Also, one three=hoUr session a week is insufficient time to up-

grade skills; 'Aro sessions a week would be better.

What is the principal strength of thiS Program?

The personal and friendly atmosphere takat leathitg painless and the students

Seem to look forward to coming;
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CED .erngram

Refer now to Houle's model on rage 25 and we shall follow the s+,.ps through

e aED troz-am,
to d=t...mir= how the correspond with the

educat4onal act4vity was identified by an interested teacher who had had
nrior training in the instruction of adults; A propLsal to conduc t GED

classes was presented to the high tchbal nrincisaI and board of edUceidn. At=
proval was given Pn'i a decision was made to proceed.

The main objective was identified: to provide instruction in rs.ading, Math
and English gr=-rn=-- -Por those adults who had not obtained their high school
diplomas and who desired to Pass the GED tests and obtain an ecuivalency
certificate..

The resource materials were taken from existing English and math texts used
by the junior and senior highs because no money was allocated for this pur-
Pose. Some USAFI (United States Armed Forces Institute) materials were used.
The leader, the teacher of the class,was the woman who initiated the program.
She had a master's degree in adult education and was certified to teach in all
areas of instruction. She also served as program coordinator. (Two years

later, a math instructor was added.)

Methods were limited by the materialt available but individualizatiOn Wet the
key concept. After an initial appraisal of tkillt, a seouence of leamrin

experiences was to be detigned by the teacher. and student to upgrade tkills
as quickly as possibl . Thus the sequence of instruction differed froM stu-
dent to stUdent

It was determined that one session a Week of four hours was feasible and
TU-6tday evening was chosen because there were the fewest conflicts with other
community activities that evening.

ainstant reinforcement could easily be proVided by the teacher becaUte of
the individUalited format of instruction.

The principal criterion of program dValuation was the success ratio of those
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who completed instruction and took the GED tests. (In 1970; Forest Lake

was mad= a testi-^=, c=nter for aED in additibh to a teaching center. It was

discovered that many sin-lents did ,-ot have tra,isPo-tatiOn to th= Twin C44es
to take the tests or were afraid to Make the trip.) Another criterion was
student attitudes about Personal progress.

Guidance was to 'r.e the task Of tht teachers - guience toward attit cf
Personal objectives and. the completion Of the tests. (In 1975i a counselor

was added to the staff to administer the GED tests, to Provide information

on further educational opportunities or training Programs; and to make contact

With students who had missed three consecutive CI-asses.)

The life style of the Participants was taken into consideration as much as
possible. There was a $5.00 fee to receive instruction (it was felt that

tayteht of even a nominal fe= would encourage commitment) and a $10.00 fee
for the testing. (The government has since rescinded thit requirement.)

Studentswere free to come and go as they pleased - it was not mandatory to

be in Class every Tuesday even] "g for our hoursi

The financing of the program included instructors salaries only, the govern-
Merit paying about 75% and the local school dittrict the remaining 25%.

The program was interpreted to the public via periodic advertisementt in
'oda] aid realonaI newhpaporn. (In askiii iidents how they became aware of
the pro am, however; most replied by word of mouth.)

The plan was thus put into effect. Evaluation is done informally and con=
titioAlly. The effeCtiveness of the program is deterMined by the number of
graduates and, in this case; it is very high; and by the feelings and atti-
tUdes of the participants. This year thut far (January. 1976-June; 1976) over
30 people have received their GED certificatet. In 1973i the failure rate for
the state of Minnesota of stbdents taking the tests was 145; in Forest Lake;
2914 The increasing enrollment reflectt the position attitude of the parts=
tipattt who tell their friends about the program and who speak highly of

their positive experiences in it.
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How l'ias the proe-ran changed since its istro tion?

The number of students it attendance has grown :nom five to over 60. 1^

staff has increased from two teacher's to four teachers and one counselor.

o'iaition of a counsl-o- to the staff has had benefits not viously

considered; He is aware of high Schdol students who have not graduated from

104;11 school and he contacts hem by thbnei informinz them of the Proz."-am;

The Median age of the Clients the been lowered tonSiderably; due to an

influx of 19= and 20-year old people: (The median age from 1971=-1973 was

33 years .) Coordinating duties have been assumed by the district's Di-ct&e.

of Special Services.

What are the diagnostic orocedtres?

When a student enrolls in the prograt; he is given the California Tests of

Adtlt Basic ucation level Di teacher and student go over the Combleted

tests together; areas of weakness are noted and learning experiences de-

signed to upgradeSkills; It is felt that if a StUdent masters the skills

sampled in these tests, he will be able to Pass the GE) tests. A special

profile sheet is maintained on each student; noting weak areas and og kept

of learning experiences.

What is the format of instruction?

As stated previously; instruction is ineividualized; Several workbooksAs

and worksheets are used; Instruction may take place in sMAJI groups

if there are several people working on the same tkill. Students Work at

their own rate and on their own timetable; They may take work home if they

so desire.

What is the principal strength of the program?

As Doyle and Jahns state:" The intent of adult edudation programming is to

have SUffidient flexibility that the learner can attain the detited ends in

the least time with the most efficiency;"46 This is the forte of thit GED

program; Participants come when they are able and work only in those areas

in Which they need help; The individualized or stall group instruction are

good formats for discovering individuals' areas of weakness and evaluating

problems and progress;
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W,i1J.t, is the principal weakness of this program?

Decision-making is now in the hands of an individual who has had little

prior experience in adult education and has no comm tment to it. His basic

lack of understanding of ,:he psychology of the adult learner will probably,

in time, harm the program irreparably. This has been shown by his decision

to cancel the program during the summer months. A current budget crisis

has brought the COED program under investigation as a possible area in which

to cut funds and, unfortunately, those who will make budget decisions do not

understand or empathize With the program.
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